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soft computing systems such as fuzzy systems [8] , neural networks [20] , rough sets [7] , [13] , quotient space [19] , machine learning [10] and rough logic reasoning [3] .
Researchers have also paid more attention to granular computing issues and solutions on problem solving [6] , [12] , [14] . A framework of granular computing can be established by applying its own principles from two perspectives, granular computing as structured thinking and structured problem solving [14] . From the philosophical perspective or the conceptual level, granular computing focuses on structured thinking based on multiple levels of granularity. The implementation of such a philosophy in the application level deals with structured problem solving [14] . There are many issues of granular computing that need to be studied in order to understand the theory of granular computing. These issues include basic components of granular computing (granule, granulated views and levels, hierarchies, and granular structures) and their usage (granulation, computing with granules). This paper aims to understand granular computing theory from information granulation and granular relationships. We mainly focus on granular relationships.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF GRANULAR COMPUTING Key issues to understand any system are understanding the basic elements and the operations to them. The basic ingredients of granular computing are granules. The operation on granules is called granulation. We will give brief explanations to these two concepts in this section.
A. Granule
A granule is defined as "a small particle; especially, one of numerous particles forming a larger unit" in Merriam-Webster's Dictionary [4] . The meaning of granule in granular computing is very similar to the one in the above definition, i.e., any subset, class, object, or cluster of a universe is called a granule. These granules are composed of finer granules that are drawn together by distinguishability, similarity, and functionality [16] .
A group of concepts or objects can be considered as a granule by their spatial neighborhood, closeness, cohesion, etc. Although granular computing is intended to deal with imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth [18] , the granules may be of crisp or fuzzy format. A granule may have a different format and meaning when used in a particle model. For example, in a set-theoretic setting, such as rough sets and cluster analysis, a granule may be interpreted as a subset of a universal set while in programming, a granule can be a program module [14] . Granules at the lowest level are composed of elements or basic particle of the particular model that is used. For instance, the finest granules are words in an article universe. They are formed with basic particles, i.e., letters. They may be considered as singleton granules in some special cases.
B. Granulation
The original meaning of granulation from dictionaries is the act or process of forming something into granules [4] . It is a process to make a larger object to smaller ones. Zadeh adopts this idea to decompose a universe to granules in one of his early articles on granular computing in 1996 [16] . To quote Zadeh's definition, "granulation involves a decomposition of whole into parts. Conversely, organization involves an integration of parts into whole." Based on this definition, there will be two operations in granular computing, namely, granulation and organization.
We adopt a more general view of granulation in granular computing. That is, granulation involves the process of two directions: construction and decomposition. The construction involves the process of forming a larger and higher level granule with smaller and lower level subgranules. This is a bottom-up process. The decomposition involves the process of dividing a larger granule into smaller and lower level granules, which is similar to the dictionary and Zadeh's definitions of granulation. This is a top-down process. The reason that we consider a more general and broad view of granulation is that construction and decomposition are tightly related. When one chooses a particular granulation in an application, the benefits and efficiency of one direction is correlated to its opposite direction. If we consider a decomposition operation without the consideration of construction we may end up with a very efficient decomposition operation and a very inefficient construction.
III. RELATIONSHIPS AMONGST GRANULES
Relationships amongst granules may be classified into two types, interrelationship and intrarelationship. Granulation, regardless of direction, is dealing with relationships between granules. Decomposition concerns breaking down a larger granule into smaller granules construction. Construction concerns grouping smaller granules that share similarity, indistinguishability, and functionality to a larger granule. The relationship-involved in former granulation is considered as interrelationship, the later intrarelationship.
A. Intrarelationship
The very first definition of granule as "being a clump ofpoints drawn together by similarity, indistinguishability, andfunctionality" [16] emphasizes why a collection of sub-granules or objects form a granule. It was argued that granulation and computation are two important and related issues of granular computing research [12] . Granulation deals with the construction, interpretation, and representation of granules. Computation deals with the computing and reasoning with granules and granular structures. In other words, interrelationship is the basis of grouping small objects together.
One of the key issues of interrelationship is constructing a granule based on similarity, indistinguishability, and functionality. Generally, different measures may be used for this purpose. For instance, intention and extension of concepts can be used in granular tree construction [11] . Distance measures are used in cluster analysis to determine whether or not objects belong to a cluster. We will not discuss on construction of granules in details in this article. The rest part of this article will mainly focus on interrelationship and leave the detailed study of interrelationship in other venues.
B. Refinement and Coarsening
Granular computing involves structured human thinking. A high level granule represents a more abstract concept and a low level a more specific concept. The level of abstraction may be represented in terms of coarse and fine relationships.
A granule 01 is a refinement of another granule 02, or equivalently, 02 is a coarsening of 01, denoted by 01 -< 02, or 02 > o°i f every sub-granule or object of 01 is contained in some sub-granules of 02 We call -< a fine relationship, and > a coarse relationship. These relationships are also known as form and enclosure, i.e., 01 forms 02 and 02 encloses 01.
For instance, Section II is a granule of this article. Subsection B is a granule of Section II. Granule Section II is coarser than granule Subsection B and granule Subsection B is finer than granule Section II. The relationship may be presented in formulas as, Section II >-Subsection B from which a larger granule can still be formed with Sec Subsection B ---< Section IL C. Granulations as Partitions and Coverings Partitions and coverings are two simple and commonly used granulations of a universe. They can be defined in the following way if a set-theoretical approach is adopted [10] . A partition of a finite universe U is a collection of non-empty and pairwise disjoint subsets of U whose union is U. Each subset in a partition is also called a block or an equivalence class.
When U is a finite set, a partition 7r = {Xi 1 < i < m} of U consists of a finite number m of blocks. In this case, the conditions for a partition can be simply stated by: (i). for all i, Xi $ 0, (ii). for all i j, xinxJ = 0, and (iii). U{Xi 1 < i < m} = U.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the partitions of U and the equivalence relations (i.e., reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relations) on U. Each equivalence class of the equivalence relation is a block of the corresponding partition.
A covering of a finite universe U is a collection of non-empty subsets of U whose union is U. The subsets in a covering are called covering granules. When U is a finite set, a covering r = {Xi 1 < i < m} of U consists of a finite number m of covering granules. In this case, the conditions for a covering can be simply stated by: (i). for all i, Xi $ 0 and (ii). U{Xi 1 < i < m} = U.
According to the definition, a partition consists of disjoint subsets of the universe, and a covering consists of possibly overlapping subsets. Partitions are a special case of coverings. Granular trees can be generated with with partition or covering operations [11] .
D. Partial Ordering
When comparing granules with fine or coarse relationships, every sub-granule within a finer granule is contained in the coarse granule. However, it may not be the case for all granules. In some cases, not every but only some sub-granules of a fine granule are contained in the coarse granule. Therefore the fine and coarse relationship are not fully true but partially true. We call these relationships partial fine (p-fine) and partial coarse (p-coarse) relationships. We can simply change the word every in Subsection B to some to define p-fine and pcoarse relationships.
A granule o1 is p-refinement of another partition 02, or equivalently, 02 is a p-coarsening of o1, denoted by 01 E 02, or 02 2 01 if some sub-granules of 01 are contained in some sub-granules of 02* We call [c a pfine relationship, and 2 a p-coarse relationship.
A fine relationship can be viewed as a special case of a p-fine relationship. With these relationships, a partial ordering of granules can be formed instead of a granular tree. In many cases, a granule is not totally enclosed by another granule. Therefore, we cannot construct a perfect granular tree. E. ISA Relationships ISA relationships are used in extended entity relationship diagrams [9] . An ISA is basically a class hierarchy used in entity relationship diagrams. Two subclasses share majority properties of their superclass except a couple of properties. Overlap or covering constraints may apply to ISA hierarchies. Overlap constraints determine whether two lower level subclasses are allowed to contain the same entity. Covering constraints determine whether all elements in subclasses collectively include all elements in their superclass. The concept ISA is also adopted in the ontology community for ontology formulation when dealing with a specification of a conceptualization.
In granular computing, an ISA is defined as a special case of refinement. If X -< Y and X inherit all properties of Y, we say X ISA Y. Suppose we have two granules: 'hospital' and 'children's hospital'. Both granules are representations of hospitals while children's hospital is a special type of hospital. Therefore relationships, children's hospital ISA hospital and children's hospital hospital hold. Although 'emergency department' is a finer granule of 'hospital' granule, however, there is no ISA relationship between them.
F Similarity Relationship
Similarity is a key to forming an intrarelationship of a granule. It can also be used to measure closeness amongst granules. Various distance measures can be used to calculate how similar two granules are. Like in cluster analysis, similarity between two granules can be defined as an average distance between sub-granules. Similarities are usually normalized between 0 to 1. A similarity with a value 0 means that two granules are totally different with no overlap sub-granules. A similarity with value 1 means they are the same granules with identical subgranules and structure, ordering, as well as the semantics of them are exactly the same. We call these values the degree of similarity. where m, n are the numbers of granules in ol and 2, 01,j is the ithi sub-granule of ol, and°2,j is the jth subgranule of 02-
The similarity of semantics is perhaps the most difficult aspect of similarity relationships. For instance, it is relatively easy to measure the similarity of two research articles by analyzing their structure, ordering and words used. A Euclidean distance may be used for distance measures. CiteSeer measures document similarity at the sentence level [5] . However, it is hard to compare their contents based on meaning automatically. It is in fact a challenge for computing with words.
G. Fuzzy Relationships
As a concrete example of granular computing, a framework based on fuzzy set theory was studied recently [17] . 
